Play from 4 a.m. (CT) to 2:52 a.m. (CT)
every day!
You have until 2:51 a.m. to purchase tickets.
HOW TO WIN:
The computer randomly draws 20 numbers every 4 minutes
and displays them on the Keno monitor. The Bull’s-eye number
is highlighted in white. Keno tickets can be checked by a Lottery
retailer or with a Ticket Checker machine.

Keno excitement is every 4 minutes! Win even bigger prizes with
Bull’s-eye and progressive jackpots.
HOW TO PLAY:
1. Ask the store clerk for a Quick Pick (QP) ticket with a
maximum of one board or fill out a play slip and choose how
many “spots” (numbers) you want to play per game. Choose
from 1 to 10 spots.
2. Choose how much you want to wager per game: $1, $2,
$3, $4 or $5. Your wager will affect the prize amounts you
win. Just multiply the game prize for a $1 play by the
wagered amount to determine total prize won. The highest
prize you can win is $300,000.
3. You may choose to play the Bull's-eye option for a chance at
larger prizes by doubling your wager. Match any of your
numbers chosen to the Bull’s-eye and win the appropriate
Keno and Bull’s-eye prize.
4. On the play slip pick your numbers from 1 through 80 by
filling in the numbers you wish to play. The numbers you
pick must be equal in number to the number of spots you
have selected to play. Or, mark QP and the computer will
randomly pick the numbers for you. Do not use red ink or
erase a mark on a play slip.
5. Select how many consecutive games you want to play.
Choose 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 50 or 100 consecutive games.
6. Present your completed play slip to your Lottery retailer
who will give you your ticket.

*Progressive jackpots - Players can win even bigger prizes in the 6-, 7- and 8-spot Keno games.
Match 6 of 6, Match 7 of 7 or Match 8 of 8 in either the 6-, 7- or 8-spot games and win the top
prize in the game PLUS the jackpot bonus prize for that game (shown on Keno monitors).

7. Players can watch Keno drawings on the Kansas Lottery
website. This option gives players the opportunity to watch
Keno drawings on the Internet whenever they choose, in
addition to watching them on a Keno monitor at their
favorite Kansas Lottery retailer location.

The maximum prize per ticket for matching 10 of 10 in the 10-spot basic Keno game is $100,000,
which is increased by $200,000 if the Bull’s-eye option is played and that number is one of those
10 numbers. (No ticket value should exceed $300,000 for any options played.) Additionally, if a
$5 wager is made on a 9 of 9 in the 9-spot basic Keno game, the prize will be limited to $100,000
and will be increased by $200,000 if the Bull’s-eye option is played and that number is one of those
9 numbers.

THOUSANDS OF WINNERS
EVERY DAY!

All Keno prizes including Bull’s-eye prizes shall be the prizes set forth except when the prize in any
game from a 5-spot game through a 10-spot game exceeds $599 where total prizes for that game
and the prize category for a single draw exceed $1,500,000. If that occurs, prizes shall be calculated
on a pari-mutuel basis.

